



















ven better as Mike 
Smith from Theta Chi 
fraternity







 the event) 





morning  in front of Alpha Phi's sorority house 
and will 
end 














 Erin Hallissy 
A.S. Vice President Joe Trippi 
said Monday that he would not sign 
the resolution favoring the 
decrirninalization of prostitution the 
A.S. Council passed unanimously.  
last 
week.  
Trippi, chairman of the council, 
says he may be violating a Student 
Council rule which states that the 
chairperson shall sign all legislation 
passed by council. 
The 
resolution, which urged 
Mayor Janet Gray 
Hayes and the 
San Jose City 
Council  to take 
steps  to 
end the arrest 
and harassment 
of 
prostitutes  and SJSU 
women,  also 
requested a 




consenting  adults a 
crime.
 




 students and 
residents in the
 area of Fourth and 
William 
streets,  where prostitution 
poses a 
problem,  who oppose the 
council's action, especially since 




Trippi said he agreed 
that
 SJSU 
students shouldn't be harassed, but 
stopping the police action could 
cause other problems. 
"This would open SJSU students 





























A bill prohibiting housing 
;crimination against students, 
ich had been defeated in the 
embly 
two weeks ago, went up 
reconsideration Monday and 




Passage of the bill, AB 224, 
hored by Assemblyman Howard 
rman, D-Los Angeles, now makes 
illegal for landlords to refuse to 
t, sell or lease 
property to a 
person based on a student status. 
The bill also
 stipulates that 
landlords found
 guilty of 
discrimination will be liable for at 
least $500 
in fines plus attorney's 
fees. 
The bill seemed headed for 
failure again with a 35-39 vote 
because three assemblymen
 were 








bill,  which gave Berman 
time  to gather more
 support. 
The  winning 41-37 
vote  came 
when the three 
assemblymen were 
present  for the second 
vote, and the 
votes of 
Assemblyman







 Diego, were 
changed from 
"no" to "aye." 
The final 
vote
 was cast by 
Assemblyman Lou 
Papan,  D-Daly 
City, 
a strong opponent of the
 bill, 
who voted 
"aye"  out of courtesy to 
Assemblyman

























the Assembly. The 
bill  narowly 
icaped defeat 
3tudent


















editorial  focus 
the Spartan
 Daily are















was  the focus 
of last Mon- 
Spartan 
Daily,  said. 
iy's  Student 
Union  Forum. 
weather
 
Low clouds this morning, 
burning off to haziness 
in the 
afternoon. Winds will be from 
the northwest at 5 mph, with 
temperatures ranging from a 
high of 70 to a low of 50. 
Forecast by the SJSU 
Meteorology Department. 
"The
 Daily is more involved in 
getting the news while the 
Weekly
 
takes things more in 
an overall 
perspective," Silverthorne
 said. The 
topic for the
 forum this week was 
"Campus 
Newspapers"  and the 
other 
speaker was Steve 
Hastings,  













competition  for 
advertising.







will tap him 
on the 








Hastings said that he has been 
trying to keep out 
of a rivalry with 
the Daily. He said that he will let 
them 









have a "beat" 
system  as the Daily 
does, Hastings said. It is 
written  ins 




the  campus rather 
than things on campus. 
"We get good stories from 
freelance
 sources," said Hastings. 
He hopes to continue getting 
quality  




said, is the 
campus community.
 He said that 
they will go off 
campus for stories, 
but they 
are  looking for student ties 
for these stories. 
When  asked what are the 
most  






 on by 
Proposition  13 and 
declining
 enrollment 
are the two 
most
 pressing. He added
 that the 
Daily  will be 














was  in favor of the 
bill but could 
not be present 
to vote. 
"It was a 
well fought battle,"
 
Katherine  Bergren, 
representative 
from Berman's
 office, said. 
However, "there 
is a certain 
amount  of irony




votes  in 



















"It's really a 
needed bill and it 
will do a lot to help 
students in the 
housing
 market." 




 from strict 
financial  guidelines or credit 
reference checks. 
by the 'Johns' (prostitutes' 
customers
 ), who




Trippi has set a 4 p.m. deadline 
for the residents and other students 
opposing the resolution to 
present  
their viewpoints to the council. 
lie said 
there  was no objection to 
the 
resolution  from anyone in the 
audience last 
week,  and it was not 
until the end of the meeting that a 
resident came to protest the action. 
Trippi thought the resolution 
passed so easily 
because of an ap-
parent 
lack
 of objection. 
If council chooses, it can rescind 
or modify the resolution after 





choose  to 






If that happens, 
Trippi said he 
will then sign the 
resolution. 
However, he wants the council to 
hear the other
 side of the
 issue
 














not  signing 
the resolution











 breaking a long-
standing
 tradition. 











 he said. 
Councilman  Matthew 
Savoca.
 
author of the 
resolution,  could not be 














Union at SJSU 
is supporting a non -
minority candidate for 
president in 
the A.S. 





 doing so. 
The question 
behind  their 
reservations - why isn't the BSU 
supporting and 
runnirw  an all -
minority slate? - originated
 in a 
BSU 
meeting last Thursday at noon 
in the 
S.U. Guadalupe Room,  





urged  40 black students at that 
meeting to 
"vote and encourage 
your friends to vote" in the 
AS. 
elections April 3,4 and 5 on campus. 
"Why are you so 
interested  in 
the blacks voting?" asked Edward
 
Johnson, a chemistry graduate 
student seated in 
the  rear of the 
room. 
Trippi replied that 93 percent 
of
 




 turn out ( to vote), 
it's not 




 number of 
students voting, he contended,
 the 
greater
 the impact issues "like anti
-
cutbacks would 
have when they are 
brought before the 
administration."
 
While Trippi further attempted 
to defend his position, Johnson's 
inquiry gave rise 
to other questions 





 we ( blacks 
help 




 have our own 
represen-
tation?" 
















saying  he's our only 
& a) out ... it's a vvil in,  Profit told 





 because of his 
progressive movement. She sup-
ports 




issue and move on to the next." 
However, Johnson said 
it would 
be more beneficial
 for the fiSU to 
combine its supportive efforts 
with 
the Asians.  Chicanos
 and other 
minorities on campus to "run an all -
minority
 slate. 
"At least we would 
be working 
for ourselves," he said. "Even if we 
didn't win, we would have gained the 
experience. 
Because
 Trippi needs 
us: we don't need him." 
Nina Veazia, a former SJSU 
student and member of the BSU, 
agreed 




this date," she said, "I 
would suspect that 
backing the most 
qualified and 
established  candidate 
would be all right." 
She  did not say 
who that candidate would be. 
But Litmon said he resented 
being told a non -minority is "the
 
most qualified 
candidate,  and the 
one to  back in the elections. 
"I know there are plenty of 
qualified minorities
 on campus." 
Johnson said. 
"Regardless 
of who wins this 
election
 and of the number of 
voters,  
we ( blacks) are still 
going to have to 
fight - carrying our own signs
 and 
petitions. Trippi can't possibly feel 
what  we feel." 
Trippi said he could see why
 the 
minorities 
on campus would favor
 a 
minority slate "if 
there  was a 




 is expecting 
the 
minorities to 
give him "a fair 
look"  
in the elections. 
"We don't have it all together, 
yet," said 
Octavia  Butler, a social 
science junior and member of the 
BSU. -But by next year we will have 














United  States 
could
 be in 
serious trouble 
in the near future
 if 
the voters are unable
 to elect a 
president 




 political and 
economic 
roles it is facing,
 ac-
cording






 is completing 
his 
docotrate









 and related 
issues in the 
'80s 
in 
























 may be reaching
 the limits of 
its economic
 growth and 
that  all the 
recent crises,
 such as the 
race
 riots 
of the '60s the Vietnam
 war and the 
fuel shortage
 indicate an 







where the trouble will begin.
 
"When you 
have a limited 
amount
 of benefits to distribute, one 
group 
will
 prosper by the amount 
another group loses. One group can
 




 cause the political 
system to change as people begin to 
fight over the limited amount 
of
 
wealth, he said. "The old idea that 
Amercia is self-sufficient is not 
longer valid."
 
This is shown by our in-
volvement in Vietnam. The U.S. 
found that it could no longer 
impose
 
its will on other countries. 
"We can 
no longer gain at low 
cost from abroad what we can't get 
at home," he said.
 
Talking about Mexico and its oil 





U.S.) need them more than 
they  
need us." 
Young maintained  
that 
Americans 




















Therefore.  Young concluded 
that
 we need a successful campaign 
for 1980 or we will be in danger. 
lie calls this the "coming 
apocalypse."  
Apocalypse is defined as a 
prophetic disclosure or 
revelation.  
Young doesn't think the public 
has been able to vote for the can-
didate it wanted since the term of 
John F. 
Kennedy.  He briefly 
reviewed the last four presidents: 
Lyndon Johnson lied to the 
people. He said he would scale down 
the war in Vietnam and instead he 
escalated it. 
Then Richard Nixon was elected 
with
 only 





 years later he used "dirty 
tricks" to get
 re-elected. 
Gerald Ford was intelligent,
 but 
he 
couldn't  articulate his 
views. He 
was 




office  becuase of his 
knowledge
 of 
the electoral system. 
That is why the 
election of a 
popular
 candidate is so 
important,  
according
 to Young. 
"I think it's 
crucial  in terms of 
social 
welfare  that people be 
able  to 
chose for 
President  next 
year  who  
they want," he said. 
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of 3 -week-old seal pups suffer savage deaths 
by hunters' clubs crushing
 their skulls. 
We believe
 the senseless 








quotas, harp seals 
will reach the level
 of extinction 
before the end 
of the century.
 
Since 1900, more than 17.5 million seals have been 
slaughtered. The harp seal population at that time was an 
estimated 10 million. Today, less than 1 million remain. 
In 1977 at least half of all 
pups were killed  a frightening 
percentage of the species that has been so heavily depleted. 
The 1978 kia quota was increased by the Canadian 
government



































with  red 
dye  in an 
effort 
to 
make  the 
skins 




Defenders of the 
hunt  say it is 
humant.,




 the hunt barbaric 
and 
unnecessary. 
Humane and painless have  obviously taken on new 
definitions. Is it humane to club the skull of a nursing pup as 
it lies defensless on the ice? If it is indeed humane, why do the 
Canadians prohibit photographers from the ice to prevent the 
public from seeing the truth? 
As far as it being an economic necessity, nothing could be 
further 













ice  floes 
Newfoundland.
 As the b 
seal 


















































Of the Newfoundland economy, .1 percent is depend 
upon sealing and .2 percent of the provinces 560,000 peo 
are employed in the commercial sealing industry. 
The cost of the hunt is far more than 
the cost of the pe 
The Canadian government admits to spending nearly 
million to supervise the hunt. This 
doesn't include the cost 
the ships 
used.  
Half of the hunters make
 $100 a year or less from 
hunt. The most any  of the hunters and processors make 
approximately $1,700, according to official Canad.  
government publications. 
It is difficult to understand any reason to justify 
slaughter. One thing is certain
  the harp seal cannot surv 
continued 
killing by man. 
We hope that 
the  Canadian government will put a sto 
the 






















Not many adults think 
f themselves as 
childlike," but SJSU 
eatre arts student Andy 
,rgensen  is 
different. 




































































































 to a 
iarticular  



































,ecame involved in theater 
while pursuing a 
degree  in 
international
 relations at 
the 











Francisco,  he 
partially.  
supported 
himself  by 
working 
as














After  teaching 
grammar school 
and junior 
high for five 
years,  he left 
to 






















 of $1,200. 












of El Gato 
Grande.







written  by 
radio  and 
television 
Prof. 
Clarence  E. 






Puss  N 





























cult  to 
capture
 
and defv her. 
Asked
 if children 
are 
really  ready for
 the moral 
"Kids  have a lot of 
questions that theater
 can 










































 winners,  
on,.. 
each
 from grades 
four and 
five, six and























questions  and 
premiere  at 






 ruin flow 
Light show mediocre 
By Bob 
Dawson  
The laser light show 
being 
presented by the A.S. 
Program Board in the 
Student Union Am-
phitheatre has the potential 
to be a good show, but, 
as it 
was delivered Monday 





 as the show 
is titled, is 




images, projected on the 
ceiling of an inflated dome, 
that 
dance,
 pulsate and 
vibrate to the frequencies 
and rhythms of various 

































have  a 
professional
 touch


































experience  in 
this
 area 





















































































Enter  one Rickie Lee 
tones to 
the above list and 
ou will have 
the full 
1,pectrum of popular music 
overed. This 
new, young 
krtist  offers a 
charming,
 
traightfoward  if not 
.utstanding 
jazz per-





25 -year -old 
,'hicago 
born  artist 
sings 
,nd writes well
 beyond her 
[ears.
 All 11 








 the acidic barrage of 
lisco imagery prevalent 
oday.
 




such  as Joni 
Mitchell,  
delanie 
and the already 
nentioned Larson.  
lowever, 
her styling is 



















 class postage paid at San 
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 by San Jose State 
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college 
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 timing and 
voice range.
 
One of the album's 
outstanding cuts, "Young 
Bloods" combines Jones' 
singing talents with her 
ability to turn a good 
phrase. The four minute 
song takes the listener on 






city  will 
make 
dirty 
But you look 
alright 
You 
feel real pretty 








But that's the 
make-up 
on your face 
Love will 






Though perhaps not as 
stupendous , Jones' story -
like songs can be compared 
to "Asbury




 If they are nor 
equal, at least the 
songs 
offer a female point -of -
view. 
The 
blonde  songstres 






























































several  cuts 
show glimpses
 
artists such as Randy 
Newman, Michael Mc-
Donald of the 
Doobie 
Borthers and king of the 
recording session 
saxaphonists, Tom Scott. 






















In what will probably 
be her Top 40 offering, 
"Company" Jones tells us: 
"I'll be looking 
for  
company 




yo a may hear 
me 
Still crying for corn -
pan)."
 
If Jones offers the 
public as 
strong  and clean 
a performance in sub-
sequent works as 
her 
debut, she probably won't 




will  no doubt 
find her. 
We
 have what 28,310 
San Jose State students want. 
Something for








 a visit 
to Career
 





students, regardless of 



































20, 21 and 22 

























performances have been 
short 15-20
 minute ) 
dispalys for fairs and 
carnivals. SJSU
 is ap-
parently a testing ground 
for them to design a 
full-


























intensity  or style. 
The musical 
selections 




 the hard 
rock area.
 Combined with a 
harsh sound system 
this
 






 The inside 
of 
the dome is 
weathered  and 
fairly  
worn. It is 
cracked  
and the white






















does not heat 
the air it pulls 




blanket  because, in 
the evening,




 of the 
doubt  
should  be 












 has been 
doing light
 






recognize the weaknesses 
in the production and make 














If you've never seen 
a 
laser light show, you'll find
 
this a 



















 seen a 
laser 
display















Show times through 
Saturday are
 2, 4, 6, and 8 
p.m. Tickets 
are 82 at 
the 
A.S. 



























































































































































losses  to 
USF don't 
By Dan Wood 
Adversity. It's what 
championship
 teams overcome. 
The
 .SJSU baseball 
team  probably had 






 to overcome  this year en 













 a favorite 




But a month 








 would be 














 was considered 











 the hitting was 
non-existent,  and 





Randy  Johnson, Tony Biondi, 
Rick 
Lane 
and  Rod 
Kemp.
 
"We've  certainly got to concentrate 
more




Menges said at 
the time. 
"But







Evidently,  push the 
panic  button he did not,
 for the 
Spartan  batsman 
began  to improve the following
 weekend 





























































































carried  the 
Spartans  
through  the 
opening 














of the St. 
Mary's  series 
was  almost 
the straw 
that broke 
the  camel's 
back
 as far as 
SJSU's  
title 
hopes  were concerned. 
A 
victory  would
 have put 




but  St. Mary's 
handed SJSU 
a disappointing
 6-4 loss, 
as 
Raphael  fell to 
0-4.  
A non-league game with Pepperdine
 about that time 
provided
 a hint of an unexpected source
 from which the 
Spartans were to prosper. 
Junior
 pitcher Jay Brazil, a red -shirt 
last
 year, shut 
the
 Waves out on five hits. Little was it known 
at the time 
how important Brazil was to become.
 
A trip south to San Luis Obispo saw Raphael get his 
first win of the year. But on that same junket, Nobles and 
Hayslip were roughed up, beginning a slump for both. 
A series with the 
Unviersity  of Pacific provided 
another pair of victories. To that 
point,  SJSU had taken 
two out of three in every league 
series  since USF. 
Raphael proved in the UOP 
series  that he was back, 
with
 a four -hit shutout of the Tigers. 
But the 
inability
 to sweep once again 
left the Spartans 
in less than 
perfect  position. 
Then it all came 






nothing  but a sweep 
would  do, and 
that's what the Spartans
 got. But it was far from 
easy.  
A 
dramatic  comeback 
in the ravening




 the Spartans 
back  from 
the brink of 
elimination.  In the 





 he gave up 
only  one hit to 
the Bulldogs in 
a 1-0 
SJSU victory.  
A 
St. Mary's sweep 
of USF the same
 day made it look
 
as if even 
a sweep of the 
series  would do 
the
 Spartans no 
good, 
as the Gaels had 
a one game lead 
in the standings.
 
But SJSU won 
again  Sunday behind a rejuvenated 
Nobles,and USF beat St. Mary's. 
Thus the Spartans 
claimed the 
championship.  
So SJSU has earned
 a berth in the league 
playoff 
series  with the second half 
winner,
 assuming they don't 
take first place












Men's  Athletic Director 
Bob Murphy 







 from the 
























after  the 
meeting. 
Murphy
 addressed the team about
 the 
situation concerning 
the dismissal of Ivan 
Guevara and answered questions from the 
team. After 
Murphy spoke, interim head 
coach Hal Dohling spoke to the players. 
"He I Murphy ) didn't have much to 




and  that what 
was written  in the Mercury was true." 
The player was 
referring  to the San 
Jose 
Mercury -News article of 
March 7 in 
which Guevara was said to have had an 
attrition
 problem in the basketball 
program.
 
Another player thought the 
meeting  
was a waste of time. 
"I don't know 
whether to believe 
Murphy or not. He really didn't say a 









admitted  it was their 
first 
interaction
 with Murphy. Most said 
that the only time they see 
Murphy is in the 
hallways, and they'd exchange greetings. 
"1 think
 I deserve a shot 
at
 it," White 
said. 
"I mean, I've been 
connected with 
this school
 for nine years. I 
think they will 
give me a 
fair
 evaluation." 
Dohling told the players that he has 
applied  for the SJSU post and that he 
outlined  some of the things he 
hopes to do if 
he was to get the job. 
It was also learned that Earl White, 
Guevara 's other assistant, intends to apply 
for the
 top job. 
The players
 are divided as to who they 
would 
like
 to see as their new 
coach.  It is 
literally  split between
 Dohling and White.
 
One player 
felt that neither should 
get 
the 
post  and that it would
 be best for 
everyone if someone 





least a new guy 
won't  have any 




 for what they 
can  do. not what 
they've
 done." 










 Wednesday at 
Lou's  Village 
in San Jose. 
The banquet will also be 
a tribute to 
Ivan Guevara,
 former head basketball 
coach. Hal 
Ramey,  KXRX 
Sports
 
Director,  will be Master of 
Ceremonies for 
the event, which
 gets underway at 
6:30 
p.m. 
Tickets for the banquet 
are $12 
per 



























note: This is 
the fourth and 
final  part of 
a series looking at 
Title  IX 
and its 
effect
 on SJSU lithe 
new 
proposed  guidelines go 
into effect in September. 
Throughout their 
existence,  women's 
athletics 
have  impatiently 
sat in the passenger's
 seat 

















which  want a 




could have a 
definite role in deciding 
which direction they take. 













































grow in recent 
years. Not 
only in terms of 
size 














 to be 
overflowing







SJSU is one 
of
 only 






















Sint.,  I. 1drn 
SI 
(hone., 
gth  and lOtt).
 
295  rthOO 
California.








have  our own 
trainer and other types of 
benefits that the men 
receive. I think we have a 





many women's programs 
which aren't being as 
graciously  received by 





basketball team, which is 




championship,  has 
received 
numerous  











While the men were 
issued 
three  or four pairs of 
gym shoes, the 
women 
received  only one. A 
doctor
 
was present at men's 
games, but not when the 
women  played. The women 
had to wash
 their own 
uniforms. What is more, 
they 
practiced  in a gym 





returned to their dorm so 
late they rarely
 got a hot 





men traveled by 
bus
 and plane. 
The women
 Spartans 
( not those of SJSU) filed 





Civil  Rights. The heat 
was 
quickly turned on and 























 do have some 
amount  of funds to work 
worries if it (Title
 IX) goes with as the 
other. But each 
through
 as it currently is 









here  but across the 
opportunities  for its 
United  States. To 
derive  athletes." 
comparable 
opportunities
 Malone added that
 
you 
do not have to use that 
there are many univer-
dollar-for-dollar
 per capita sities providing
 less than 
figure. All these people 
ideal opportunities for its 
( 
HEW)  have to do is use 
women
 to compete. 
fair




IX) as much as a lot 
(Continued on Page 6) 
When
 I say
 that we 
need comparable op -r 
portunities, I do not mean I 









might get more, some. 
might 
get less. Each one!' 
does not need 
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1:=7 SUIT COATS 
MATCHING AND CONTRASTING 
Made
 to retoil 












ONL  Y 





















1876W. SAN CARLOS 
294-7321 
S.J.  
"Now we can just play it lease." Menges said. 
Of course there is the danger of complacency nov 
and that the team has peaked
 too early. 
At this point 






 staff is 
stronger
 than it has been 




 best in the 




has gotten better and 
better.  
"We're the best team in the league right 
now, 
assistant 
coach  Sam Piraro said. 
They've proven that at 




 can overcome adversity. 
The question to be answered in the
 second half of th 
season is whether or not 
they
 can stand prosperity. 
   
Perhaps a bit emotionally
 drained after the tong
 
series with Fresno 
State, SJSU dropped
 a pair of not 
league contests the last two days. 
Monday 
night, the Spartans were on 
the wrong end 
a 7-2 decision to Oregon 
State, while yesterday Orego
 
took the measure of SJSU 6-5. 
OSU hurler Bill Gazaway
 survived 10 walks 
Monda  
night to go 
all  the way in the Beavers' victory. 
Oregon got
 three runs in the ninth 
inning  yesterday 11 
edge the 
Spartans. The Ducks' Mike 
Babb  had a two-ru 
homer in the sixth. 
The two losses 
drop  the Spartans' overall 
record to 1 
12.  
I 





























































Your  Future 
Find You! 
at the Bay 
Area  CAREER ADVANCEMENT 
CONFERENCE  
APRIL 11th  12th 1979 HYATT HOUSE, SAN JOSE. CALIF 
It you are degreed and 
or have 
solid  industry
 In older to 
pa,ta.tpate
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Market  998-5060 
Students 
stop  by and 








































note:  This 
is the 




















































needs  to be 
done
 to lift 
SJSU











 of the 
CAA in 
swimming,
 and if so,

















rosby   
agree 



































































pool  is only 
slightly
 better. 
Because  of 
this,  no 
opposing  
schools

















 there for 









suffer from the 








ea rs near. 
A 
deal
 has been 
worked  out 
between  SJSU 
and the 
East Side 
Union  High 























will be 50 
meters 






 will be one of the best 
facilities
 on the West Coast. 
The only 
possible  roadblock would be 
construction,  as 
the facilities
 are not yet completed. 
Originally,  the Spartan 
swimmers  were to have 
had 
use 
of Independence this 






think  it ( the move to 
Independence  ) is a definite
 
reality," 
Crosby  said. "We're  




 when it will be 
done  hopefully 
it'll be May or 
June."
 
Azarfar  feels the key 
to




 is the 
acquisition
 of a proper 
facility.  
'If! had the 
pool this year," 









The woes of the
 SJSU aquatics 
programs,  compounded 
by the outdated and
 
inadequate
 Men's Pool 
(top
 picture), will be 
alleviated  somewhat 
by the 
completion of this 
facility at Independence 
High  (bottom picture) SJSU 
has 
contracted to use the 








Municipal Stadium, 2.30 p.m., vs. 







at NC AA 
cham  
pionships at 

















Gymnastics at NCAA Western 
Regionals
 at UCLA. through 
, Saturday 
Baseball vs Santa Clara at 
Municipal  















 CC, Dual 
Match  lex 







2'30  P.m  
Thursday.









Hetes  a chance
 

























BLUES AND ROCK 











 end today 
Open
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 TOW N  CAMPBELL  CAn 274, j 
have 
been
 up there fighting
 for third or fourth
 place." 
A big 
reason  for SJSU's 
lack of success at 
the PCAA 
meet 
this year was a 
lack of depth. 
The Spartans




teams  are allowed to 
enter  18 competitors. 
Swimmer 
Nick  Birchard illustrated
 the problem. 
"You
 can enter 18 
swimmers,"
 he said. "1 UC I 
Santa  
Barbara
 had to leave people 




 to bring." 
With fewer 
swimmers  than the 
other  teams, it is no 
wonder that 




























































related  to the lack of a 
facility. 
"The reason




said,  "is 
because 




SJSU,  the move to 
Independence
 will be 
a big step toward the recruitment of quality 
swimmers.  
Unfortunately, a solution to the other niajor problem - 
- money doesn't appear to 
be near at all. 
Tomorrow: A look 
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essay  on 
the state of 






A hilarious work depicting 
gigantic 
animated  phalluses 
who exercise on gymnastic 
equipment at the "club," all the 
while puffing on pipes
 and 
hiccoughing
 into spittoons. 
TAKE OFF 






until  the 
filmically





















 THE COSMIC 
ORGASM. 
Extremely  bold 
















6, 8 & 10 
p.m. 
HOLDING 
A sensitive, beautifully done 
study  of two 
women
 sharing 




















added  by 




















The  most 



































PORTRAIT OF THE 
ARTIST  
AS A DIRTY




genuinely hinny pornopiaph1 
film that 
features  some Iffscious 
porn 
stars who fulfill all the 
65 





































Morris Dailey Auditorium, San 
Jose
 State campus 
STUDENTS 
$2.50 GENERAL $3.00 
Page 6, March






















She  will 





 in her 
last
 meet. 
Buchanan's 34.90 point 
total
 paced the Spartan 



























































Murphy  said. 
"But
 what it takes
 is some 
quiet  intelligence 
and  some 




 a rather 
significant adjustment in 
the standards
 that they've 




 not in 
the realm of reality." 
Murphy is one of many 
administrators who have 
been saying that Title IX 
will drain athletic budgets, 
thereby endangering men's 
sports programs. Malone 
feels that these individuals 
are jumping the gun a bit. 
"It will be a while  
before 
we know the final 
interpretation.  I think 
there
 will be some 
changes. 
But there 
are a lot of 
assumptions
 that there are 
going to be some 
cuts
 if it 
goes  through. I 
think  we'll 
all 
have
 to work a little
 
harder.  We'll 
have
 to look 



































































represents  a 
positive 
















permit  institutions 
and 
beneficiaries
 to know 
what
 is required and would
 
remove
 one of the most 
often -cited 
excuses  for non-
compliance   confusion 
as 
to what 











facilities  and the 
availability
 of coaching is a 
fair and 
easily  applied 
standard.
 HEW should be 
encouraged
 to retain this 
standard,  without 
diminishing 
exceptions,  for 
items that 
are  not readily 
susceptible to a per capita  
expenditure  evaluation. 
The negative
 aspects of 
the HEW Draft, 
according  
to the AIAW, are: 
1) The 




















 of competition," 
cited as permissible 
reasons for deviating from 
per  capita equality are the 
most blatant
 invitation to 
justify the retention of a 
discriminatory status quo. 
These nebulous terms, 
which are unrelated to 
the 
nature of the sport 
activity,  
the permissible distinc-
tion that equipment for one 
sport may cost more than 
equipment for another) 
could  be used to justify the 
continuation  of 
present  
inequities 
where  spending 
for 













In effect, institutions 
could cite 




















 period" in 
Part 
II
 of the draft 
policy 
which the 






 extending this 
already expired ad-
justment period
 .., and 
does 
not  make clear that 
the procedures 
required  
are to meet 
future 
developing  interests and 
abilities and 
may not be 
used to excuse 
an in-
stitution's failure to meet 
already existing and un-
satisfied interests and 
abilities  of women students 
for athletic 
opportunities.  
"The draft policy 
addressed an institution's 
overall 
athletic program 
obligation under Title IX, 
but does not include any 
discussion of the potential 
effect of the per capita 
expenditure standard upon 
individual 
complainants. 
The final policy should 
include 
a statement as to 




clear  that in no case 








 determining per 
capita 
equality, recruit-
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USA. Canada and 
Mexico  








buSeS, reSorts and 







































could not be 

















 would also 
permit institutions 





threatening  the dictates of 
equal opportunity."
 
And according to 
Malone's 
philosophy, that 
is the key issue at hand in 
the  spectrum of Title IX. 
Each sport should grant 
the student a comparable 
opportunity to compete." 
honors with a score of 
145.10. The 
Titans are the 
top
-ranked
 team in the 
nation. 
USC finished second at 
136.90 and UCLA





figure was her season best 




fifth place in the balance 
beam finals 
and  sixth place 
in the floor 
exercise  finals. 
Team and all-around 
competition
 were held on 
Friday while individual 
event 
finals were held 
Saturday evening. Both 
sessions were near sell-
outs.  
Buchanan,
 a senior, 




spurred her on 
to im-
pressive 
showings.  She 
hopes 
that













"I'm very pleased with 
how I 
did. The competition 
was pretty
 intense. I'm just 
glad I did well," Buchanan 
said. "The 
season started 
out a little slow, but it's 
ending with a bang ... well, 
I hope this 
isn't  the very 
end." 
She was 
referring  to a 
shot at 
competing  in the 
nationals. She 
could  very 
well make it 
too. 
There are nine 
regions 
in 
the  AIAW. By today, the 
top 16 
team  scores will 
be 
compiled
 from the 
various 
regions.  



























 to latch 
onto 
one of 





she  was 
named All -America on 
the  
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 s, Iwo I 
rottIrtNer 














 think Kris did an 
excellent job.
 I'm pretty 
sure she'll go to the 
nationals,"  SJSU coach
 
Lyn
 Cross said. 




















































prevented  a 
Fullerton  
sweep by 
capturing  the 






catapulted her to the 
Region 8 
all-around title 
with a 36.50, nudging out 
teammate 
Karilyn  Burdick 
36,40),












performance of the 
year, SJSU got 
season  high 
showings from Buchanan,
 
Sanford  and sophomore 
Lone
 Olson 
(3 1.8 5 ). 
Freshman Paulette 
Bugbee 






season  high, 
30.30.  
-The
 team did the best 
they 













coach  was 
also 
pleased
 with the large 
turn -out. 
"This is the biggest 
:Towd we've had all year. 




































I nee spark 
plugs  
11. Clack ccapiessiox 
































Buses,  All Buys, 
Kern4e,  
fdstbacks.







All  Work, All 




























At home, at school, in the office, 
or
 on the road, the 
high-speed X -L 12 electric portable is equipped to out-
perform and out -last every
 competitor.. bar none! 
Even after 
years  of vacation roujhhousing, baggage 
handling and college 
dormitory
 duty -the X -L 1 2 performs 
with the dependable





Its fully equipped office 




 you to accomplish the 
most 
difficult typing assignments
 with professional 
ease, 


















































































That,  in 
















Well,  in 








men  who 









 Plats what my 
Moly
 ROTC cadet 
daps 





I need as a 


























































































se 50th anniversary of the 
JSU School of Business. 
ames Clark of the 
usiness school will speak 
"Thinking
 
lanagerially"  at 4 p.m. 





strnents. At 5 p.m., Pat 
illiams 
will
 talk on "Self 
anagement"  
and  Rita 
oren 
will speak on real
 
tate. The 
seminars  will 
held in the faculty 
unge in 
the  business 
ssroom
 building and 
cross the hall 
in Business 
Tower 050. From 6 to 8 p.m. 
there will be 
a tour of the 
business tower and 
classrooms. Students, 
faculty and alumni are 
invited. For more in-
formation contact Joanne 
Vaughn, 277-2302 or 277-
2305. 




will  meet 
at 
4:30 








 Association will 
host I.R.S. speaker
 Craig 
Leventin at 3:30 p.m. 
today 
in the S.U. Pacheco
 Room. 
   
Phi 
Alpha Theta 
history honor society is 
showing the movie "The 
Puritan 
Experience,  
Forsaking England" at 
12:30 p.m. today in Dudley 
Moorehead Hall, room 135. 
Part two of the movie "The 
Puritan Experience, 
Making a New  World" will 

























 300 S. 
10th St. 
Call  298-0204 for 
more
 information. 




 hold a 
testimonial
 meeting at 3:30 
p.m.  today in 
the S.U. 
Costanoan
 room. All 
students  and 
faculty
 are 






   
Recreation 97, Com-
mittee number 4, is holding 
"Break the Records Day" 
from 11 a.m. until
 1 p.m. 
today in the Art
 Quad. Call 
Chris Bibbes, 277-8881, for 
more information. 
   
Grand Tours Travel 
Agency is 
showing
 a film 
on camping and 
hotel  tours 
of Europe
 at 4:30 and 6:30 
p.m. today in 
the  formal 
lounge of 
Allen Hall dor-
matory. All are 
invited to 
attend. 
   
Career Planning and 
Placement
 will hold a 
faculty -student -staff Bible
 
discussion from noon until 
1 p.m. tomorrow and every 
Thursday  in the S.U. 
Pacheco Room.
 Call Linda 
Alvarez, 
277-2338,  for more 
information. 
   
There will be a lecture 
on research
 methodology 
in art at  
11:30  a.m. 
tomorrow in the 
little
 staff 
room,  Library 
Central,  
room 306.













   
Career Planning 
and 
Placement will hold "New 
Careers In 
Health  Care: 
Holistic Health" at 3:30 
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. 
Costanoan 
Room. A series 
of speakers 
will discuss 
new and evolving 
careers  
related to holistic 
health.  







   
Shotokan Karate
 Club 
will hold a workout from
 4 
until 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in 
Men's P.E., room 201. Call 
Dr. Mark Sneller, 
277-3004,  
for more information. 
   
Inter -Varsity Christian 
Fellowship will 
meet  from 
7 until 830 p.m tomorrow 
in Education Building, 
room 100. Call Jim 
Chandler, 
294-5638,  for 
further
 information. 









 student seminar 
on 
"Placement  Op-
portunities: Job Market in 
Industrial  Arts" at 3:30 
p.m. 
today in Industrial 






Moore  at 
277-3073.  
   
Career 
Planning  and 












3 p.m in 
the 
S.U. Ballroom.
 This is 
an 
opportunity  
for  all 
students
 to 
meet  with 
employers  and 
explore 
current and future 
career  
Job opportunities 
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 as well as 
give 




These  are 
YOUR
 




 you can use 
and adapt fOr
 







 out of a set

























eves. 1 tarn 1pm 
Saturdays.  
Also, 
Dress  for 
Success
 for the 
Business
 





























 MEN and Lesbians 
S.-JSU Gay 
Student 
Union  meets 
most 



























 which is very conclusive 
to 
meeting  people and 
learning 
about
 the gay  





For  e.ir 
meeting 












 for Sunday July 
229.00 
AM S12 call 247 
3466. 
EEDED 
SJSU Grad.  
studen  for 
AS Council. 
Must  be tenacious! 








Salvador, 10 3. 
ALE 
PRICES:
 "Sew up" tires and 
Cinelli clothing on sale through 
March 1 Other specials 
Shaw's Lightweight Cycles. 131 
E. 







armed robbry at the 
7 11 at 6th 
and San Salvador sts on 
Feb 
25th please call the 
following 
numbers
 243 5763 or 735 1531 
OOKING for auto garage to 
rent 




HE SJSU Sailing Club is having a 























operator on the ill 
fated trip in the 
North  Pacific 
The  meeting will be 
held 
Thursday
 March 22 at 7 p m  at 
Guido's 
Pizza,  1372 Bascom Ave 
Everyone welcome! 
For  more 
info . 
call
 Jeff at 293 
5459  
JSU Sierra 
Club Explore the 
Andes and
 the Amazon 
Discover Peru 




Or Richard Ingram. 
Tuesday,








 buying pre 
1970 
baseball 
cards  and 
plastic 
baseball
 statues Call 
764  5530 
ASEBALL 
CARDS  WANTED 
Quick 




763. or call 837 0191 

































Counseling Center needs your 
support.





 has a 
Peer  
Counseling  Center. Our purpose 
is to aid students with problems 
encountered  at SJSU. If 
somehow 
we cannot assist you
 







Peer Counseling Center in some 
way We're located at 
01
 gtn 
vifth St (Bldg. DD1 
in





number is 277 2721 
The Peer Counseling Office 
hours are MWF, 10:30 
to 11:30 
a in- and 
TTh,





 Ski Park City, Alta 
and 
Snowbird over Easter 















 included. Sign up 
at  
table  in Art Quad  area
 and at 











too. 525/mernbers  and 
032/non  members. Discover Me 
Ski Club sd ski
 the best powder 





 Nova Hatchback. 
AM/FM stereo cassette, new 
steel
 belted radial tires. 6 cyl., 3 
spd...20 mpg. 




















Ghia for sale by 




 Bonn. 750. Rebuilt top 
end. 16" 
rear,  menu custom 
goodies, super clean. 
Have
 all 
receipts. $1,400. Call 267 8061.
 
'67 GMC window 
van/camper,
 tcyl. 
auto trans., fully carpeted and 
P
anneled.




seats, new tires, 
rebuilt
 carb.. 
recent shocks, batt. Must see 
to 






'67 OLDS Cutlass F
 
IS. Runs 






277 8645. all hours. 
. . 




 well, needs body 
work. 
$650 Call Dave
 at 737 9794. 
'71 TOYOTA Corolla SR 5 liftback. 






mats. Excellent Condition. Must 
see to appreciate. $4,500.
 Call 
296'7959811er
 1:30 p.m. 
'78 KAWASAKI K26.10 custom.
 
Kerker 






Call 374 6021 or 246 6568 
for sale 
DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND 









with State Farm,  call for an 
appointment at my office or 















better coverage for less money 
CALL 








Camera.  larnon non reflex 
movie camera Slow 
motion/fast motion, 3 
lens,  
pistol grip $175 Call 238.6276 
'77 YAMAHA Enduro 
500. Exc. 
cond , 6,600 miles 
50 mpg. 
Asking 01.103 2790405 after I 
P 
STEREO for 
sale also records 
and 
tapes  nd 
to self fast. Best 










large,  heavy scupltures. Fine 





Foundry 249 5947 2192 B Scott 
B lvd , Santa Clara 
'711 KZ 4.10 custom. Exc.  cond, 
   header, custom seat, 
point. Many Eittres1 Call 374 
6021. 
DIRT BiKE.
 71 Yamaha 
DTI 750, 
set up 

























 All new and unused 
Quality
 trains For info.,
 Call 
Bob. 


















MO,  car 
bokerack.
 





pellet  piste! 
520.










DO YOU need a couple of units? If 
writing 
is




you at the Alumni Association 
for PR writing  




Quarterly.  You 
can receive one 
to three








professional supervision. We 
want  people who're 
serious 
about

















PART TIME, Full time 
10 Key 
operators







Of America 1060 Minnisota 794 
3613. 
794  3134 









experience  necessary 
excellent  pay Write American 
Service. 8350 Park Lane. Suite 









 , S5 00/hr.: 
LVN'S, 16.50/hr.: RN's, 14/hr. 
Some 
Experience Required. 
Cal1201   
1749  for Appt. 
JOBS IN 
ALASKA.  Summer lobs 
High paying, 0800 02.000 
per/mo Nat'l Parks, 
Fisheries.
 
Logging,  ano more How and 
where to get lobs:
 Send 52 to 
Alasco. P 0 


















openings, lull time Wenner. 







MAJOR wanted. Need 
inventive choreograptieridanc 
er for student 
produced  









movement  ideas 
within  a 
narrative framework am, See 
the 
results
 on film Call Bill, 737 
1544.  




 $6 P/H. 
Call Jay 





 HOUR Misc easy 
work  
near SJSU I you 
Can 









work part time near campus. 








 Room,  board and 
small weekly salary 
Call  267 
6028 




Excellent pay. Worldwide 
travel 
Summer lob or 
career. 






MISCELLANEOUS easy work near 




53.50  per 
hours. tedsra 10 
fit your Schedule Also typing 







0149.  5 too p.m. only.
 
WAREHOUSEMAN Driver $4.00 
per hr. work lprn to Spm. three 
toting
 days/wk 
told your school 
schedule Good driving eCdfd 
required  
Phone Mrs Ernie 791 
4900 Year round
 Opportunity 
NEED a Female English Tutor for 
 
lents,. student
 Near Almaden 
and Emporium 
store
 Call 279 
2074 ask for Abdul 
SEEK
 
lotiow,ng  pos,t.ons 
























make  51,210/rno in the 








6 Pm in 
S U. Monts Ivo Room. 
. . ..... _ _ . . 
PERSONS to make 
confrious  part 
time
 restaurant reports for
 Nat'l  







Diego. CA 97170. 
_ . . 
FEMALE  aide for handicapped  
lady 
Part  time. weekends.  Cali 
249 7575 
TAKE




















 part or full time area 
Sales 
managers














pointment only. Call 2209316 
after 4 p.m. 
COMPANIONS 
SLEEP IN OR OUT 
Assist the elderly in their own 
homes
 
Choose  your own hours 











 Clara Co. You' 
must
 be a citizen, over 18, and 
have reliable transportation
 
Work is not dangerous. 
but 
not 























TAKE A FREE look at 
the Business 
World! We are 
looking
 for in 




























The  Office of In 
formation Systems and 
Corn 
puler Services at SJSU is 
seeking








University.  The 
qualified  
candidates  must 
be proficient
 




 COBOL or 
FORTRAN,  
or 




 the CDC 3150/ is 
desirable. 
Motivation.  quality 
products  with 
minimal  super 
vision and timely completion of 
the assl gnedproiects in a 
professional manner, complete 
the lob requirement. We 
offer 
ecellent  hourly salary, 
challenging  
Protects
 ideal for 
career
 enhancement and the 
Opportunity





professionals. Except for the 
required
 interface with 
your 
supervisor,  you 
are not 
required  
to come to the office 
For  further 
information. call Dean Mall at 





as soon as 
possible to 
Engineering
 141, the Office of 
Information Systems and 























































037  Per wk 
Share. 555
 single. 102 S. 
11th
 St 
coil first 293 7374 
FREE room





company  and 
friendseip  for older Professional
 
man 













etc $128 Call Dan or Jerry at 
866 1975 or 
292  5279. 
HOUSE 
FURNISHED.



















basis, and make my 
Payment
 







 to "owner." 
c o George 
Stump,  1058 N 4th 




 4 bdrm., 2 
la
 ba. 2 
car garage 8 minutes to SJSU 
5500 
my









house 2 rni from campus 
SI113,mo 
791 0458 eves and 
wk 
FuMALE  roommate to share a 
room at Valley West Apts. 0105 a 
month. Reliable 
person  Tennis 
.rts . pool. Cali 29. 9771. 








SJSU NOribnflOkef 21111 8356. 
PRIVATE roorn Kitchen priv., 1/2 
block
 from 
SJSU.  Near Lucky'S, 
bus Prefer resp,
 male student. 
Call 
297 7679.9 a rot. to9 p.m. 
YOUNG
 reliable family 
looking 
for 







work and yard work Up to 0300
 










 stone Approx. 3/2. Please 
sentimental












 Brown and 




LOST Set of keys with cow Clip. 
REWARD 




LOOKING for female to live with a 
nice,  
handicaPPed  
Man  He likes 
music and writing Lives near 






friendly RBR pal Ar 
Ar 
Art!! 
MARY. Kim, Laura, Rick, Barb, 
Ben,
 TOny. Leen, John P. Dock. 














































































 rev tall  
I 

















YOU Ought to be in pictures! An 
elegant
 color portrait  by John. 
for 
you or to give to 
someone  













Here's to long talks, lots of 
love. 




know. Lone Roots,. 
BUCKWHEAT, you can't begin to 
imagine 








free way coffeehouse returns. 
Come
 
10 135 S 10th, Thurs 
nihr 
March 15, 7 3071
 30 to 
enjoy  





graduating?  What a better 







John at 269 
7937  







 E E. 
ALICE I one your picture. Meet 
me
 any day. 












Hey Vick,  let's 








"SMACK "Lone. Mouser.  











TYPING  ACCURACY, NEAT 
NESS,
 and DEADLINES 
GUARANTEED.  Experienced 







Department  IBM Sd 
II South 
San Jose/Blossom
 Valley Area 
Janet, 277 9515. 














the finest wed 
ding photography,




TYPO GRAPHICS. INC 
 










 10 percent discount to students 
with student 
ID cards For 
appointment.
 call 797 9954
 
PROF.
 Exp. typist. Fast. accurate. 
reasonable.  IBM 
Selectric  
II 







TYPING Thesis. term papers, etc 
Experienced  and 








 care,  hot meals
 
and extras
 Please call 291 
8515  
EXPERT
























ARE you an 
"A" student, Speed 
read, memorize,
 organize notes 
Pass
 
any  exam Everything  a 
student must know 




P0 Box 3366. 










 Clinic Unwanted 
hair
 removed forever CON 
















SIO  per 
60 min 
trans plus S1,41b1 space page 





 Fast, Accurate and 
reasonable  too 
IBM Selectric 
Give rne
















 QUOTES Call 296 























service for stereo components. 
compacts 
portables and at 
cessories  nor  your cornonie. 
stage or studio use We also 
hove  
TVs. VTR, videoscreens 
any  
games







 you over 200 brand' 





Factory  sealed 
carton' 




 warranty for parts 
AND 
iabor? All 
















 ALL the 







 quOteS  
w,no  
extra  charges 
























 M thru F 
after 1 p m 
one time 






FLIGHTS  1979 We 
























RICA JAMiCA RIO 









SIGNAPORE  HONOLULU 
NEW 
YORK
 CITY Plus 
student
 Meets throughout Asia. 







Ranil and eritrail passes  
















travel  aids 
Trip 
and  
Travel  Piannino 
ComPonr
 







from Touo'si San Jose 
CA 
95117 797 lull 
Mon  Fi 96
 
Sat  10 
3 












England  277 







 "throw a 
Party.'  
Each year he's hot 
(If  there's 
elections
 or not) 






Classified  thus he sold 
tires 
And 




man  sold his all 
And his fete 
was a ball, 
Then  he thanked
 Classified for







..... attpto ttv,Irly  
Alt  tette, 
and  spat et. lot vat tt kttet 
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management  and 
part 
of it is 







































































 a woman acts 
powerful,









to get ahead. 
"A lot of women 
have 
trouble getting
 used to that 
label, but when a man calls 
you
 a bitch you know you 
are making waves," she 
said. 
Duron  said she has 






























news are just 
"witisiuw 
dressing" and the 
on4 reason
 more women 
have been hired 
recently  is 
-because of the 
pressure  to 
hire an not because
 of 
changed  attitudes by 
mangement."  
Women also 
have  to 
deal


















 G. Bliss 
Sandy Noble. a 
29 -year -
Id S.ISIT
 graduate, has 
recently been hired 
as 
director
 of the university's 
Alumni
 Association, filling 
the vacancy
 left by Janet 
Williams 



































pay a $15 
yearly  fee. 
-Pm  not 
just in-
terested  in 
people's  
money,"  she 
said.  -What 
we are 
in
 desperate need 
of 
are volunteers
 to serve on 
committees, 





According  to 
Noble,
 the 
work  these volunteers 
would be 
involved in would 

















people to work on 
special  
projects. They 
won't  just 
come in the 
office and do 
filing. The office is 
already  
staffed with
 work study 
students for that 
purpose."
 
Noble applied for the 
$1,000 per month position 
because she found
 it "very 
challenging" and said that 
the interest was there 
because of the affiliation 
she had with the university 
during the time 
that she 

































































 Ted Kennedy 
are  the front 
runners










doesn't  want to 
run and open his i.mily 
and private life 
to scrutiny 
by the press, he said. 
When Brown runs, he 
will emerge as an ar-
















"He is a creature of the 
present."
 
But Young believes we 










heard  it from 
me,"  Young 
said. 




 the best president 
we could hope 
for because 
of what he represents. 
"I would
 prefer an 
immoral  leader 
'Kennedy 
to 
an amoral one 
Brown i,"














has  her 
equipment
 set
 up in 
her 
garage  































































and  white 
water 
rafting.  







 get used to 
the 
operation  of 
the 




have  already been 
started.  
The next project 
coming up is the Golden 
Grad on May 5, celebrating 
the 80-year reunion of the 








Tomorrow is the last 
day to file for offices for the 





Applications may be 
placed in the locked box in 
the AS. Office on the 
second floor 
of the Student 
Union. For further in-
formation, call the AS. 
Office. 277-3201. 
vocugED
 STUDENTS PROGRAM 
BOARD  
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"At 45 women are 
getting tossed 
out  of their 
jobs
 becuase they are 
getting old and wrinkled 
and men at 





whether you like her 
or
 not, 
is changing that for us. She 
proved




professional  careers are 
also 
faced  with conflicts in 
their personal lives, 
espc-ially






 go to where it 
is," she said. "Many 
women have been 
tought 
that the home comes first." 
This is a 
problem  a lot 
of women have to faze 
alone becuase 
there is no 
support within the struc-
ture, she 
said.  -A lot of 




















 on an unconscious 
buddy  system she calls the 
"Grand
 Fraternity'' whert 
men support each 
other  


















 in the 
art field cannot
 make it on 
their own unless
 they know 
someone 
powerful and 
building  a support
 system 
is critical
 to their success. 
"I can't 
encourage  
women enough to start with 
eight or nine women and 




said.  "Build your 
own 
support




system  men  
have 






















































   
Forum 










question  came 
up
 
about why the 
two  papers 
sometimes 
publish  reviews 
of events




 of these events. 
Hastings responded 
that 
it is not the Weekly's
 
policy to review 
things
 
after they have happened. 
He said that they 
devote  a 
full
 two pages to a calendar 
to let their readers know 
about 
things
 in advance. 
Silverthorne  said 
this 























which is free access to 
groups
 who 
























the  Associated 
Students 
and from fund raising 
events. 
Silverthorne said the 
Daily's operating costs are 
supported this year en-
tirely by advertising. The 
state picks up the tab for 
the building and 
typewriters. The operating 
costs  include the wire 
service and telephones. 
In the past, the Daily 
had gotten funding from 
the Associated
 Students, 
but now there is a problem 
with getting lunch 
from
 
them because there is an 
uncertainty  about how 


















91 Paseo de Son Antonio 
between 2nd 
and 3rd Sts. 





























 to be 
someone on 
the council who 
didn't like the 
Daily  and 
proposed
 not to give 
them
 















who  will 
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Your Car is tuned























 '0101 d,sti,hi.ito, cap 
,grotoon




0,11A. Eck clean carburetor
  Test tor vacuum leak s 


















7FIEG. $39-4 cyl. S41-6 cyl. $43-8 cyl 
















ST  298-0900 
 
NINE  OTHER 
TUNEUP
 CENTERS IN: 
San 
Jose, Campbell, Cupertino,
 Santa Clara, Mt. View,
 
Sunnyvale,
 Hayward and 



















































best  selection! 
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